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Summary
Axon terminals from the twoeyes initially overlap in the
dorsal-lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) but subse-
quently refine to occupy nonoverlapping territories.
Retinal activity is required to establish and maintain
this segregation. We show that despite the presence
of retinal activity, segregated projections desegregate
when the structure of activity is altered. Early in devel-
opment, spontaneous retinal activity in the no b-wave
(nob) mouse is indistinguishable from that of wild-
typemice, and eye-specific segregation proceeds nor-
mally. But, around eye-opening, spontaneous and vi-
sually evokedactivity innob retinasbecomeabnormal,
coincident with a failure to preserve precise eye-spe-
cific territories. Dark-rearing studies suggest that al-
tered visual experience is not responsible. Transgenic
rescue of the mutated protein (nyctalopin) within nob
retinal interneurons, without rescuing expression in
either retinal projection neurons or their postsynaptic
targets in the dLGN, restores spontaneous retinal
activity patterns and prevents desegregation. Thus,
normally structured spontaneous retinal activity stabi-
lizes newly refined retinogeniculate circuitry.
Introduction
Neural circuits are established by synapse formation, re-
finement, and maintenance. Although neuronal activity is
not critical for synaptogenesis (Verhage et al., 2000), it is
essential for later refinement of connections (reviewed in
Katz and Shatz, 1996; Zhang and Poo, 2001). In addition,
activity continues to be important for the final stages of
circuit maturation, including the maintenance of newly
established circuitry (Dubin et al., 1986; Chapman,
2000). To date, however, very little is known about how
connectivity patterns that emerge after a period of
refinement are maintained by activity. Because spike
patterns change with maturation (O’Donovan and Land-
messer, 1987; Wong et al., 1993; Garaschuk et al., 1998;
*Correspondence: wguido@vcu.edu
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that maintenance of recently refined networks not only
requires activity, but is strongly influenced by specific
spatiotemporal patterns of activity. To address this pos-
sibility, it is necessary to perturb, but not block, activity
after the initial period of synaptogenesis and refinement.
The role of patterned activity in synaptic development
has been studied extensively in the vertebrate visual sys-
tem (reviewed in Wiesel, 1982; Shatz, 1996; Wong, 1999;
Ruthazer and Cline, 2004). The discovery of spontaneous
waves of activity that correlate spiking in neighboring
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) during the development of
retinal projections to the dorsal lateral geniculate nu-
cleus (dLGN) and superior colliculus (Meister et al.,
1991) raised the notion that correlated spontaneous ac-
tivity helps sculpt retinal connectivity. Modeling studies
have demonstrated that Hebbian mechanisms are able
to use correlated ganglion cell firing to guide the refine-
ment of retinal projection patterns (Willshaw and von
der Malsburg, 1976; Eglen, 1999; Lee et al., 2002). Al-
though still debated, recent studies have provided com-
pelling evidence that retinal waves function to organize
retinal projection patterns during development, particu-
larly in sharpening retinotopic maps (Grubb et al., 2003;
McLaughlin et al., 2003; but see also Cook et al., 1999;
Huberman et al., 2003).
Retinal activity is required to maintain eye-specific ter-
ritories in the dLGN after their initial formation (Chapman,
2000). Retinal waves continue during this period and sys-
tematically change their properties (Wong et al., 1993;
Wong and Oakley, 1996; Demas et al., 2003), suggesting
that certain patterns of retinal activity might be needed
for RGCs to maintain previously established connec-
tions. In the optic tectum ofXenopus tadpoles, retinotec-
tal synaptic modifications induced with patterned visual
stimuli are reversed by random visual stimuli (Zhou et al.,
2003), indicating that the spatiotemporal properties of
presynaptic activity govern not only the initial modifica-
tions of neural connectivity but also their maintenance.
To investigate the impact of presynaptic activity patterns
on the structure of previously refined retinal projections,
we examined retinogeniculate projections in a mutant
mouse whose RGC activity becomes abnormally pat-
terned after the eye-specific segregation in the dLGN is
largely completed.
The no b-wave (nob) mouse carries a spontaneous
mutation in the Nyx gene (Gregg et al., 2003), which en-
codes nyctalopin, a GPI-anchored proteoglycan (Bech-
Hansen et al., 2000; Pusch et al., 2000; Gregg et al.,
2003). Several mutations of the homologous human
gene, NYX, cause CSNB1, complete congenital station-
ary night blindness (Bech-Hansen et al., 2000; Pusch
et al., 2000). In nob mice (Pardue et al., 1998; Candille
et al., 1999) and CSNB1 patients (Scholl et al., 2001;
Pusch et al., 2000), the scotopic electroretinogram
(ERG) a-wave is present, indicating normal phototrans-
duction, but there is no b-wave, suggesting a loss of
rod bipolar cell activity. Several studies of CSNB1 pa-
tients have also uncovered deficits in the light responses
of depolarizing cone bipolar cells (Miyake et al., 1987;
Neuron
248Table 1. Developmental Changes in the Spontaneous Activity of nob and wt Retinas
The number of RGCs and retinas are given in each age group for wt, nob, dark-reared (DR)
nob, and nob rescue mice. Means 6 standard errors are reported for measurements of
spike train and wave properties. The presence of an asterisk indicates a significant differ-
ence in wt, dark-reared nob, or nob rescue mice as compared to age-matched nob mice
(Mann-Whitney U test).Young, 1991; Bech-Hansen et al., 2000; Allen et al., 2003;
Khan et al., 2005). Furthermore, the abnormal features of
CSNB1 ERGs can be replicated in nonhuman primates
with an mGluR6 antagonist to block both rod and ON
cone bipolar cell light responses (Khan et al., 2005), sug-
gesting that all ON bipolar cells are affected. Consistent
with this view, both rod and ON cone bipolar cells in nob
mice are unresponsive to exogenous application of
glutamate (P.D. Lukasiewicz, M.A.M., and R.G.G., un-
published data), even though mGluR6 is present (Ball
et al., 2003), implicating a defect in the mGluR6 signaling
cascade (Gregg et al., 2003).
Because photoreceptor-bipolar cell transmission ma-
tures well after retinal waves first appear, we suspected
that nobRGC activity might become abnormal with mat-
uration. We therefore compared the development of
RGC spontaneous activity in nob and wild-type (wt)
mice and the patterns of their projections to the dLGN.
Prior to eye-opening, we found similar patterns of spon-
taneous activity innob and wt mice and comparable eye-
specific segregation in the dLGN. In contrast, following
eye-opening, striking differences in the activity patterns
ofnob and wt retinas were accompanied by the desegre-
gation of left and right eye projections in nob dLGNs.
Results
Developmentally Divergent Patterns of Spontaneous
Activity in nob and wt Retinas
In vitro multielectrode recordings revealed developmen-
tal changes in the spontaneous activity of RGCs in wt, ashas been shown previously (Demas et al., 2003), as well
as differences in the spontaneous activity of wt and
nob retinas that emerged shortly after eye-opening. For
example, at P7–P9, the mean firing rates of nob and wt
RGCs were not statistically different (Table 1). However,
at all subsequent ages the mean firing rate was signifi-
cantly elevated in nob compared to wt retinas (p < 0.01,
Mann-Whitney U test; Table 1). In fact, the firing rates
of P15–P16 nob RGCs were, on average, about twice
that of age-matched wt RGCs, and this difference in-
creased to greater than 3-fold by P21–P22.
Striking differences in the temporal organization of
spike trains from nob and wt RGCs also emerged with
age (Table 1, Figure 1, and Figure S1). At P7–P9, both
noband wt RGCs fired bursts of action potentials, lasting
w2 s, followed by long quiescent periods of 50–100 s. At
P11–P12, periodic bursting remained similar in nob and
wt retinas, and the interval between bursts was shorter
at these ages than at P7–P9 for both nob and wt. How-
ever, shortly after eye-opening, at P15–P16, the spike
trains of spontaneously active wt andnobRGCs became
readily distinguishable. Although rhythmic bursting ac-
tivity persisted in wt and nob retinas, the bursts in nob
spike trains were brief, less than a second long, and oc-
curred very frequently, every 2–3 s. In contrast, wt cells
fired long bursts lasting many seconds that occurred
about every 100 s (see also Demas et al., 2003). At P21–
P22, periodic bursting was absent in wt retinas but per-
sisted in nob retinas, at least until P28 (Figure S2).
To quantitatively compare the frequency of spike
activity across cells within the recorded region in nob
Spontaneous Activity and Circuit Maintenance
249Figure 1. Spontaneous Activity in wt and nob Retinas Becomes Distinct with Maturation
Rasters depicting the spike trains of ten simultaneously recorded RGCs. For both wt and nob retinas, spike trains are shown on a broad (300 s
total) and a fine (15 s total) time scale, and at ages ranging from P7 to P21. Spike trains from wt and nob cells at P7 and P12 are qualitatively
similar, whereas those at P15 and P21 are readily distinguishable.and wt retinas, we calculated the spectral coherence for
every cell pair and averaged this value across all cell
pairs in a single recording (see Experimental Proce-
dures, Figure 2A). For a pair of RGCs, the spectral coher-
ence measures how correlated their activity is at a partic-
ular frequency. At P12, the mean spectral coherence of
nob and wt retinas was similar, with a large peak be-
tween 0.05 and 0.2 Hz (Figure 2A). This peak corre-
sponds to the frequency of rhythmic bursting seen at
this age (Table 1, Figure 1, and Figure S1). The mean
spectral coherence plots of P15, P21, and P28
(Figure S2) nob retinas also had strong peaks (near
0.44, 0.57, and 3.5 Hz, respectively) as well as additional
peaks at harmonics of this fundamental frequency (P15,
second-fourth harmonics; P21 and P28, second har-
monic only). These results demonstrate that periodic
bursting in many of the recorded nob RGCs occurredat the same frequency. In contrast, in wt retinas, there
was only a weak peak near 0.6 Hz at P15 and no peak
at P21, implying very few wt cell pairs exhibited coherent
bursting at these higher frequencies.
The degree to which developing RGCs fire together
typically depends upon the distance separating the two
cells (Wong et al., 1993; Demas et al., 2003). To examine
the relationship between temporal correlations and cell
separation, the correlation index (see Experimental Pro-
cedures; Demas et al., 2003; Wong et al., 1993) for each
cell pair was computed and their separation was esti-
mated by assigning each RGC the position of the elec-
trode upon which it was recorded. For all ages in both
wt and nob, the median correlation index decreased
with increasing cell separation (Figure 2B). Furthermore,
correlation indices were comparable between wt and
nob, except at P15–P16, where correlation indices for
Neuron
250Figure 2. Periodic Bursting Is Correlated and
Retinal Waves Persist in nob
(A) Mean spectral coherence, Cxy , plots from
individual wt and nob retinas at P12 (wt: 35
cells, 595 pairs; nob: 20 cells, 190 pairs),
P15 (wt: 33 cells, 528 pairs; nob: 34 cells,
561 pairs), and P21 (wt: 18 cells, 153 pairs;
nob: 19 cells, 171 pairs) indicate how corre-
lated different frequency components of
RGC activity are on average, irrespective of
phase.
(B) Correlation indices are plotted as a func-
tion of the distance between the recording
sites for RGC pairs from wt and nob retinas
at different ages. The correlation index of
a RGC pair estimates how many times more
likely they are to fire within a narrow time win-
dow (50 ms) of one another than is predicted
by chance. Data points mark the median cor-
relation index for cell pairs in 100 mm bins,
and bars indicate interquartile ranges. The
wt and nob data sets are offset slightly for vi-
sual clarity.
(C) To depict the spatiotemporal pattern of
spontaneous activity, a series of snapshots
of activity across the array in bins of 500 ms
(P7 and P12) or 250 ms (P15 and P21) are
shown. Each circle represents the site of a re-
cording electrode, and the radius of the circle
is proportional to the firing rate subject to
a minimum. Propagating spontaneous activ-
ity persists in nob retinas after it has disap-
peared in wt retinas (see also Supplemental
movies).pairs of nearby RGCs were typically smaller innob than in
wt. This decrease is explained, at least in part, by the el-
evated firing rates of nob RGCs.
The most striking difference in the spontaneous activ-
ity of nob and wt retinas is the persistence of retinal
waves in nob after their disappearance in wt (Figure 2C;
Supplemental movies). Waves were present from P7 to
P12 in nob retinas and were qualitatively indistinguish-
able from waves in age-matched wt retinas. At these
younger ages, waves in wt and nob spread smoothly
across the retina. The developmental decrease in inter-
wave interval seen in wt retinas (Bansal et al., 2000;
Demas et al., 2003) was also found in nob retinas. How-
ever, by P15 when retinal waves in wt animals occurred
less frequently and propagated sluggishly (Demas et al.,
2003), waves in the nob retina were over 40 times more
frequent and propagated more than 13 times more rap-
idly (Table 1; Supplemental movies). At P21, when retinal
waves were undetectable in wt, they continued to prop-
agate in nob. However, by P28, although clusters of cells
were clearly coactive in nob, wave propagation was not
readily evident, possibly due to the high frequency of
rhythmic bursting (see Figure S2; Supplemental movies).
As in other species (ferret: Feller et al., 1996; chick:
Wong et al., 1998; turtle: Sernagor et al., 2000), retinalwaves in mice initially require cholinergic transmission
(<P11) but are subsequently driven by glutamatergic
transmission (Bansal et al., 2000). Using antagonists to
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (DHbE) or ionotropic
glutamate receptors (D-APV, NBQX), we found that the
spontaneous activity and wave propagation in nob re-
quired glutamatergic but not cholinergic transmission
after eye-opening (n = 3 retinas; Figure S3). Thus, the
developmental switch in the excitatory transmission
underlying retinal waves was not perturbed in nob.
Our in vitro multielectrode recordings revealed that
nob retinas undergo an essentially normal period of
development when their spontaneous activity patterns
mimic that of wt retinas. But, with further matura-
tion, nob retinas begin to generate abnormally pat-
terned spontaneous activity that persists well after
eye-opening.
Both ON and OFF RGCs Participate in Abnormal
Spontaneous Rhythmic Activity In Vitro
Because the ON, but not the OFF, bipolar cell pathway is
perturbed in nob retinas (Gregg et al., 2003) it is possible
that spontaneous activity is unaffected in OFF RGCs,
even though most (113 of 140; w80%) nob RGCs were
rhythmically active at P21–P22. To determine which
Spontaneous Activity and Circuit Maintenance
251Figure 3. Functionally Diverse RGCs Are
Rhythmically Active In Vitro and In Vivo
(A and B) Peristimulus rasters from ten re-
peats of a full-field visual stimulus and a histo-
gram of the average response recorded from
RGCs in vitro using the multielectrode array.
Shaded regions indicate periods of darkness
(0 cd/m2), and unshaded regions indicate pe-
riods of full-field illumination (50 cd/m2). (A)
Responses of typical OFF and ON RGCs in
wild-type retina. The firing of OFF RGCs is in-
hibited following light onset and elevated fol-
lowing light offset. Conversely, the firing of
ON RGCs is elevated following light onset
and inhibited following light offset. (B) Exam-
ples of spike activity of nobRGCs in response
to light. The nob RGC whose firing is not
modulated by the stimulus is labeled NR
(not responsive).
(C) Rasters of spontaneous activity from
three wt ON RGCs, three wt OFF RGCs, three
nob OFF RGCs, and three NR nob RGCs re-
corded individually (i.e., not simultaneously)
from adult mice in vivo.RGCs are rhythmically active in nob, full-field stimulation
was used to physiologically identify RGCs that burst
periodically (Figures 3A and 3B). In wt retinas, our stimu-
lus permitted the identification of RGCs responsive to
the onset (ON RGCs) or offset (OFF RGCs) of light, or to
both (ON/OFF RGCs). Examples of typical light re-
sponses from wt ON and OFF RGCs are shown in
Figure 3A. Using the same stimulus in nob retinas (n = 4
retinas), we encountered OFF RGCs whose firing was en-
hanced following light offset and suppressed following
light onset (n = 17 of 61; Figure 3B). Unlike wt OFF cells,
these nob OFF responses were superimposed over
a background of rhythmic activity. In addition, we found
nob RGCs that were unresponsive to changes in illumi-
nation intensity (NR; n = 26 of 61) and are putative ON
RGCs, as expected from the disruption of depolarizing
bipolar cell activity innob (Figure 3B). Somewhat surpris-
ingly, we found rhythmically active RGCs (n = 13 of 61),
which were initially inhibited after light increments but
then responded with increased firing 300–500 ms follow-
ing light onset (Delayed ON). Finally, most rarely encoun-
tered (n = 5 of 61) were ON/OFF cells with a long-latency
(300–500 ms) ON response and a short-latency (30–50
ms) OFF response (Delayed ON/OFF). In nob retinas, all
of the OFF, nonresponsive, and long-latency ON cells
were rhythmically active in the dark, but most ON/OFF
cells (n = 4 of 5) were not. These results suggest that
both putative ON RGCs as well as OFF RGCs participate
in waves after eye-opening in nob mice.Abnormal Periodic Activity Is Present In Vivo
To assess nob spontaneous activity in vivo, we recorded
spike trains from individual axons in the optic nerve of
adult (8–12 weeks postnatal) nob and wt mice. The
mean firing rates of adult nobRGCs (21.1 Hz) were signif-
icantly (p = 0.04, Mann-Whitney U test) higher than wt
RGCs (15.6 Hz). As seen in vitro at P21–28, adult nob
RGCs (n = 11), but not adult wt RGCs (n = 13), burst rhyth-
mically in vivo (Figure 3C). This frequent (3–5 Hz), peri-
odic bursting in nob RGCs was present at background
luminance levels of 0 and 100 cd/m2 and was compara-
ble to bursting of P28 nob RGCs recorded in vitro
(Figure S2). Both the in vitro and in vivo data suggest
that frequent, rhythmic bursting is a prominent charac-
teristic of nob RGC spike trains after eye-opening.
Retinogeniculate Projections Are Perturbed in nob
after Eye-Opening
To determine whether abnormal activity in nob retinas
affects the patterning of retinal projections, intraocular
injections of red and green fluorescent conjugates of
the cholera toxin B subunit (CTB) were used to reveal
the dLGN territories occupied by RGC axonal terminals
from each eye. Visualization of crossed (contralateral)
and uncrossed (ipsilateral) projections within each sec-
tion through the dLGN allowed us to estimate and com-
pare the degree to which axonal terminal fields from
the two eyes share common (overlapping) territories in
the wt and nob dLGN. Examples of the labeling patterns
Neuron
252Figure 4. Development of Retinogeniculate Projection Patterns in nob
(A) Representative coronal sections from the dLGN (outlined in P12) of wt and nob mice. Red fluorescence indicates the contralateral eye’s ax-
onal territory and green fluorescence indicates the ipsilateral eye’s territory. Binarized representations of each dLGN (central columns) more
clearly demonstrate the innervation patterns of the crossed (red) and uncrossed (green) projections, and regions where they overlap (yellow).
Scale bar is 100 mm. (B) Quantification of the percent area of dLGN occupied by crossed and uncrossed projections, and their overlap in wt
and nob as a function of age. Each point represents the mean (6SEM) for animals at that age, where the value for each animal is the summed
area of five successive 60 mm thick sections through the middle of the dLGN. (C) Developmental changes in the distribution of the log ratio of pixel
intensities of crossed and uncrossed projections. A value of 22 indicates a pixel where the crossed projection was 100 times brighter than the
uncrossed projection, a value of 2 indicates a pixel where the uncrossed projection was 100 times brighter than the crossed projection, and
a value of zero indicates a pixel where the crossed and uncrossed projections are equal in intensity. (D) Developmental changes in the variance
of the log ratio distributions in wt and nob mice. Smaller variances indicate larger amount of overlap. Each point is the mean (6SEM) variance at
that age. The number of nob and (wt) animals at each age in (B) and (D) are: P7, 4 (3); P12, 8 (5); P14, 7 (9); P17, 8 (4); P19, 3 (4); P21, 7 (6) and P28, 5
(8). Asterisks in (B) and (D) indicate level of significance for comparisons between wt and nob mice (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test).
The wt plots in (B) and (D) include data (P7–P17 and P28) from Jaubert-Miazza et al. (2005).in wt and nobmice at different postnatal ages are shown
in Figure 4A.
In wt animals between P7 and P28, the regions of the
dLGN occupied by crossed and uncrossed projections
were well defined and similar to the pattern reported by
others (Godement et al., 1984; Rossi et al., 2001; Muir-
Robinson et al., 2002). The bulk of the territory in thedLGN was occupied by crossed projections except for
a small ipsilateral patch in the dorsal medial region that
was the site of termination for uncrossed projections.
The same basic projection pattern was found in nob
mice (Figure 4A). Thus, the overall targeting of crossed
and uncrossed projections within the dLGN appeared
largely unaffected in nob animals throughout postnatal
Spontaneous Activity and Circuit Maintenance
253development. Additionally, the cytoarchitecture and cel-
lular composition of the nob LGN was indistinguishable
from wt (Figure S4).
However, a quantitative analysis of the territories oc-
cupied by the crossed and uncrossed axonal terminals
revealed differences in the development of retinogenicu-
late projections in nob and wt mice (Figures 4B–4D). Be-
tween P7 and P12, both wt and nob animals showed
a significant recession (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test)
in the percent area of the dLGN occupied by the un-
crossed projections, and a corresponding significant
decrease (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test) in the extent
of overlap between the territories of the left and right
eyes (Figure 4B). However, whereas the extent of overlap
in the crossed and uncrossed projections of wt mice
gradually declined to adult values after P12, the overlap
in nob mice remained significantly higher (p < 0.01;
Mann-Whitney U test) than in age-matched wt mice
(Figure 4B). An expansion in the territory of the un-
crossed projection after P12 clearly contributed to the
increase in overlap between the left and right eye projec-
tions (Figure 4B). An elevation in the territory of the
crossed projection was also evident between P14 and
P19. However, unlike the uncrossed projection in nob,
which remained larger than normal, the crossed territory
receded to wt levels by P21 (Figure 4B). The pattern of
retinal projections in the adult (>3 months) nob dLGN
was indistinguishable from that of the P28 nob dLGN
(data not shown).
The difference between unsegregated and segre-
gated retinal projections can be further quantified by
analyzing the fluorescence intensity of individual pixels
(Torborg and Feller, 2004; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005).
For each pixel in a labeled section of LGN, we calculated
the logarithm of the ratio of fluorescence intensities
from the uncrossed (ipsilateral, FI) and crossed (contra-
lateral, FC) projections, also called the R value (R =
log[FI/FC]; see Torborg and Feller, 2004). For each age,
we plotted the frequency distribution of R values
(Figure 4C), and used the variance of the R distribution
as a metric to assess segregation and to compare the
relative widths of distributions across wt and nob mice
(Figure 4D). R distributions with a large variance typi-
cally contain two distinct peaks: a large peak between
22 and 21 from pixels containing mostly contralateral
axons, and a smaller peak between 0.5 and 1 from pixels
containing mostly ipsilateral axons. Distributions with
less variance indicate an increase in the proportion of
pixels containing significant signal from both ipsilateral
and contralateral projections. Between P7 and P12,
both wt and nob animals showed a significant increase
in the variance of their R distribution (Figure 4D; p <
0.01). As expected, the variance of the R distributions
continued to remain high among wt mice after P12.
However, the variance in nob mice declined and was
significantly lower (p < 0.05) than in age-matched wt
mice (Figure 4D).
Thus, prior to the period of eye-opening (P7 and P12),
we found no major differences in the retinogeniculate
projections of wt and nob mice. However, at or near the
time of eye-opening (around P14), the crossed and un-
crossed projections expanded in nob, resulting in signif-
icant desegregation of the left and right eye projections
in the dLGN of these mice.Visual Experience Does Not Regulate Spontaneous
Activity or Eye-Specific Segregation
Given that light responses in nob RGCs are perturbed
(Figure 3B) and that desegregation of nob retinogenicu-
late projections occurs shortly after eye-opening (Fig-
ure 4), the abnormal visual experience of nobmice could
cause desegregation. To test this hypothesis, we dark-
reared (see Experimental Procedures) nob and wt mice
and compared both their spontaneous activity patterns
and their retinogeniculate projections to those of their
normally reared counterparts. Similar to wt mice (Demas
et al., 2003), dark-rearing did not affect the gross pattern
of periodic bursting or the mean firing rate in nob retinas
at P15 or P21 (Figure 5A and Table 1). More importantly,
for both wt and nob, dark-rearing did not alter the gross
morphology of retinal projection patterns (Figure 5B), the
size of crossed and uncrossed projections (Figure 5C), or
the degree of segregation between the crossed and
uncrossed projections (Figures 5C and 5D). These
observations rule out a requirement for visual experience
to maintain segregated crossed and uncrossed projec-
tions. Moreover, they indicate that the desegregation of
crossed and uncrossed projections in nob mice pro-
ceeds in the absence of vision, demonstrating that
abnormal visual experience is not needed for desegrega-
tion to occur in these mice.
Rescue of Nyctalopin in Retinal Bipolar Cells
Restores RGC Spontaneous Activity Patterns and
Prevents Desegregation of RGC Projections
It is necessary to consider the possibility that desegrega-
tion of the nob retinogeniculate projections may be a di-
rect consequence of the absence of functional nyctalo-
pin in either RGCs or their thalamic targets. To address
this, we compared the relative expression levels of Nyx
in the developing retina and dLGN using quantitative
RT-PCR methods (Table 2) and found that expression
of Nyx in the dLGN is far lower than in the retina at all
ages tested. Thus, the loss of nyctalopin within the thal-
amus is unlikely to cause the desegregation of nob RGC
axons. However, ganglion cell expression of nyctalopin
is controversial (Gregg et al., 2003; Pesch et al., 2003).
Quantitative RT-PCR experiments found that Nyx ex-
pression in the inner and outer nuclear layers was ele-
vated compared to ganglion cell layer (GCL) expression;
however, Nyx levels in the GCL were higher than in neg-
ative controls (data not shown). Therefore, based on ex-
pression data alone, we cannot rule out the possibility
that ganglion cell expression of nyctalopin is required
to maintain segregation of their axons.
To directly test whether the absence of nyctalopin ex-
pression in nobRGCs or thalamic neurons could explain
the desegregation, we turned to the nob rescue mouse
(see Experimental Procedures), a transgenic line that
expresses a YFP-tagged nyctalopin under the control
of the promoter for the GABAC receptor r1 subunit in
anobmutant background (Gregg et al., 2005). In rodents,
expression of the r1 subunit is largely restricted to the
retina, where it is most robustly expressed by bipolar
cells (Enz et al., 1995, 1996). In either the P14 (Figure S5A)
or adult (data not shown) retina of thenob rescue mouse,
YFP is detected only in the outer plexiform layer in a pat-
tern reminiscent of the distribution of bipolar cell den-
dritic terminals (Tagawa et al., 1999; Gregg et al., 2005).
Neuron
254Figure 5. Dark-Rearing Does Not Alter Spontaneous Activity or Retinogeniculate Projections
(A) Rasters depicting the spike trains of ten simultaneously recorded RGCs from either normally reared or dark-reared (DR) nob mice demon-
strate that correlated rhythmic bursting is also present in dark-reared nob retinas at both P15 and P21.
(B) Coronal sections of the dLGN showing crossed (red) and uncrossed (green) retinogeniculate projections, and their overlap (yellow) in normally
reared and dark-reared wt and nob mice at P17. Images in central columns are binarized. Scale bar is 100 mm. (C) Means 6 SEM of the percent
area of the dLGN occupied by the crossed, uncrossed, and overlapping projections for normally reared and dark-reared wt and nob mice at P17.
(D) The mean6SEM of the variance of the log ratio distributions from normally reared and dark-reared wt and nobmice at P17. Number of mice in
(C) and (D): 4 wt; 7 DR wt; 8 nob; 11 DR nob. Asterisks in (C) and (D) indicate significant differences between DR nob and DR wt (p < 0.01; Mann-
Whitney U test).Furthermore, we could not detect any YFP expression in
the dLGN of the nob rescue of either P14 (Figure S5B) or
adult mice. Because endogenous nyctalopin is elimi-
nated by the nob mutation, our observations indicate
that nyctalopin expression is rescued in bipolar cells,
but not in either RGCs or their targets within the dLGN.
Spontaneous activity was recorded from P15 nob res-
cue mice as well as from age-matched nob littermates.
First, the transgenic expression of nyctalopin in the
nob rescue retina significantly reduced (p < 0.01;
Mann-Whitney U test) the mean spontaneous firing rate
of RGCs to 0.52 Hz (n = 6 retinas, 117 RGCs), as com-
pared with 1.44 Hz in littermate nob retinas (n = 3 retinas,
50 RGCs). More importantly, while spontaneous activity
in the littermate nob retinas resembled that recorded
from other nob retinas, spontaneous activity in the nob
rescue mice resembled that recorded from P15 wt ret-
inas (Figure 6A, Table 1, and Figure S6). In particular,the littermate nob retinas displayed the short, frequent
(every 1–2 s) bursts that typify nob activity at this age,
while nob rescue retinas generated longer-lasting bursts
every 100–200 s. In addition, wave propagation in the
nob rescue was slow, as is the case for P15 wt retinas
(Table 1; see also Supplemental Movies). These results




RelativeNyx expression levels in the developing retina and thalamus
determined by real time PCR. The level ofNyxmRNA in both the thal-
amus and retina increases from the first to third week postnatal, but
Nyx remains more than 15-fold higher in the retina than in the thala-
mus. Values are reported relative to adult retinal Nyx expression,
which was set to 1.
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255Figure 6. Expression of Nyctalopin in the Outer Retina of nob Mice Rescues the Spontaneous Activity and Desegregation Phenotypes of nob
(A) RGC Rasters from a P15 nob rescue retina and an age-matched littermate nob retina shown on two timescales. Activity pattern of the nob
rescue retina resembles that of wt (P15; Figure 1) (B) Coronal sections of the dLGN from a nob rescue and a littermate nob mouse at P17. Images
show the crossed (red) and uncrossed (green) projections alone and superimposed, and a binarized image (far right) demonstrates the overlap of
the projections in yellow. Scale bar is 100 mm. (C) The mean6 SEM of the percentage of the dLGN occupied by the crossed and uncrossed pro-
jections as well as their percent overlap in both P17 nob rescue and littermate nob dLGNs. (D) The mean 6 SEM of the variance of the log ratio
distributions from P17 nob rescue and littermate nob dLGNs. Number of mice in (C) and (D): 7 nob rescue; 5 littermate nob. Asterisks in (C) and (D)
indicate significant differences between nob rescue and littermate nob (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test).demonstrate that the transgenic expression of nyctalo-
pin under control of the GABAC receptor r1 promoter is
sufficient to restore normal RGC spontaneous activity.
We next examined the retinogeniculate projections of
nob rescue mice and their nob littermates following eye-
opening. Compared to their nob littermate controls, the
size of the crossed and uncrossed projections was sig-
nificantly reduced, as was the overlap between these
projections (Figures 6B and 6C). Furthermore, the vari-
ance of the R distribution was significantly increased in
nob rescue mice compared to littermate nob mice, indi-
cating a greater degree of eye-specific segregation in the
nob rescue mice (Figure 6D). As was the case with spon-
taneous activity, the retinogeniculate projections of nob
rescue mice were comparable to age-matched wt pro-
jections, whereas the littermate nob controls were com-
parable to othernobmice. These observations show that
nyctalopin expression in either RGCs or thalamic neu-
rons is not required to maintain the segregation of retino-
geniculate projections. Rather, our data suggest that
expression of nyctalopin in the outer plexiform layer ofnob mice restores normal RGC spontaneous activity,
which in turn prevents desegregation.
Discussion
A Defect in Photoreceptor-Bipolar Transmission
Alters the Spontaneous Activity of Developing RGCs
The absence of an ERG b-wave, normal ON RGC light
responses, and responsiveness of ON bipolar cells to
glutamate collectively suggest that functional connectiv-
ity between photoreceptors and ON bipolar cells is dis-
rupted in nob retinas. Consistent with this hypothesis,
spatiotemporal properties of RGC activity are compara-
ble in nob and wt retinas at ages when photoreceptor
to bipolar cell connectivity is absent or undeveloped
(Olney, 1968). However, in the week following eye-open-
ing (P15–P22) as light responses mature (Tian and
Copenhagen, 2003), our electrophysiological recordings
revealed substantial differences in the patterns and
properties of spontaneous activity from nob and wt ret-
inas. Most notably, by P21–P22, waves are absent in wt
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maturation of neurotransmission in the outer retina nor-
mally antagonizes the propagation of retinal waves,
eventually leading to their loss. The fact that expression
of nyctalopin in the outer plexiform layer of nob mice is
sufficient to restore normal spontaneous activity in
RGCs supports this hypothesis.
Although the mechanisms that lead to the unusual pat-
terns of spontaneous activity in nob RGCs are not yet
known, it is evident that disruption of photoreceptor
transmission along one of the two major vertical (ON
and OFF) pathways is sufficient to disrupt the spontane-
ous activity patterns of both ON and OFF RGCs. Future
studies investigating RGC spontaneous activity in other
mutants with defective photoreceptor to bipolar cell con-
nectivity should increase our understanding of how mat-
uration of the outer retina impacts the final stages of
cellular and circuit development in the inner retina.
Desegregation of RGC Axons in the Presence
of Abnormal RGC Activity
Although projections from the left and right eyes appear
segregated by eye-opening, retinogeniculate connectiv-
ity continues to refine as the convergence of RGC inputs
to dLGN neurons decreases (Chen and Regehr, 2000;
Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005). Pharmacological blockade
of RGC activity after segregation (Dubin et al., 1986;
Chapman, 2000) results in an increased incidence of bin-
ocular dLGN neurons, underscoring the necessity of ret-
inal activity for maintaining monocular innervation of
dLGN cells. Our findings confirm that RGC projections
remain remarkably plastic immediately following eye-
specific segregation. We observed a significant increase
in the overlap between left and right eye territories in the
nobdLGN between P12 and P15, demonstrating conclu-
sively that the presence of RGC activity alone is insuffi-
cient to maintain these recently segregated retinal
projections. More importantly, a number of lines of evi-
dence allow us to conclude that the unusual spontane-
ous activity of nob RGCs leads to the desegregation of
their axonal terminals. First, in the nob rescue mouse,
eye-specific retinal projections remain segregated but
neither RGCs nor any of the cellular components of the
dLGN express nyctalopin. Based on this result, we can
rule out a direct role for nyctalopin in RGCs or their tha-
lamic targets in maintaining appropriate eye-specific
connectivity. Second, although visually evoked RGC ac-
tivity helps maintain the segregation of ON and OFF RGC
inputs (Akerman et al., 2002, 2004), our dark-rearing ex-
periments show that visual experience is not involved in
maintaining eye-specific segregation in wt mice or in the
desegregation observed in nob mice. Taken together,
our findings indicate that abnormal spontaneous activity
ofnobRGCs, and not defects in visual experience or nyc-
talopin function in either RGCs or thalamic cells, under-
lies desegregation of retinal projections in the dLGN.
Which characteristics of the altered nob spontaneous
activity might be responsible? One consequence of the
dramatically increased wave frequency in nob retinas is
an increase in the mean firing rates of nob RGCs. Such
an increase in firing rates alone may account for the de-
segregation of left and right eye axonal terminals in the
dLGN. Previous work has indeed demonstrated that ax-
onal branching and outgrowth depend on the activitylevels of presynaptic cells (Goldberg et al., 2002). In
this scenario, axon behavior simply reflects the level of
the cell’s activity and occurs independently of the behav-
ior of neighboring axons. Our observation that both the
crossed and uncrossed territories in the dLGN initially
expand as RGC firing rates become elevated in nob
mice is consistent with this hypothesis. However, the
fact that the overlap between the crossed and uncrossed
projections in nob is reduced between P18 and P21 de-
spite persistently elevatednobRGC firing rates suggests
that a simple relationship between mean activity level
and extent of axon outgrowth is unlikely. Indeed, axon
outgrowth in vivo appears to depend upon the activity
level of individual RGCs relative to neighboring RGCs
(Hua et al., 2005). Furthermore, studies by Stellwagen
and Shatz (2002) and Torborg et al. (2005) show that
eye-specific segregation can proceed normally in spite
of elevated spontaneous activity in both eyes. It is thus
plausible that changes in the patterning of nob retinal ac-
tivity, such as more frequent bursting, are responsible for
desegregation of left and right eye projections. Our re-
sults also show that simply having retinal waves does
not produce normal retinogeniculate projection pat-
terns. Desegregation occurred in nob but not wt mice
despite the presence of waves at P15 in both cases.
However, waves at P15 innobdiffered in their spatiotem-
poral properties from that of wt mice, suggesting that the
maintenance of retinogeniculate connectivity is sensitive
to wave properties, perhaps the interwave interval or the
speed at which they propagate. Future experiments re-
vealing the learning rules that govern retinogeniculate
connectivity patterns are required to obtain deeper in-
sight into which features of nob retinal activity cause de-
segregation of eye-specific projections in this mutant.
We also observed that the nob crossed projection re-
ceded to wt size by P21, while the nob uncrossed projec-
tion remained expanded. This kind of asymmetry in the
behavior of crossed and uncrossed projections has pre-
viously been observed in the ferret dLGN (Chapman,
2000). Following binocular blockade of retinal activity
during the period when eye-specific territories are main-
tained, crossed and uncrossed axonal terminals accu-
mulate in layer A, which is normally exclusively inner-
vated by the crossed projection, indicating that both
crossed and uncrossed projections prefer to occupy
layer A. If the levels and patterns of activity are similar
in both eyes, a purely activity-dependent mechanism
cannot explain this asymmetry. Our findings in nob,
where only the uncrossed projection remains expanded
in the mature animal, and those in ferrets (Chapman,
2000) together suggest that activity-dependent and
activity-independent cues interact to definine the bound-
aries of crossed and uncrossed retinogeniculate territo-
ries in the dLGN (Huberman et al., 2005; Pfeiffenberger
et al., 2005).
Our observations in nob mice also raise the possibility
that previously uncharacterized visual defects are pres-
ent in CSNB1 humans. Commonly viewed and treated
exclusively as a retinal disorder, observations in
nob mice point to the possibility of previously uncharac-
terized visual deficits caused by wiring defects in the
early visual system of CSNB1 patients. If wiring defects
do exist, early diagnosis and intervention could be criti-
cal for treating CSNB1, particularly with gene therapy
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257strategies. Furthermore, studies of visual processing
and visually guided behavior innobmice are likely to pro-
vide valuable insight into how sensory systems function
and develop in the presence of, and perhaps compen-
sate for, grossly abnormal spontaneous activity.
Experimental Procedures
All procedures were performed in accordance with Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee approved protocols. All wt mice
are from the C57Bl/6J strain. C57Bl/6J mice with a spontaneous mu-
tation in the X-linked Nyx gene, here termed nob mice, were either
Nyxnob/nob or Nyxnob/Y. Mixed strain Nyxnob/Y mice expressing an
eYFP-tagged nyctalopin under control of the GABAC r1 subunit pro-
moter Tg(Gabrr1-YFP/nyx)Rgg1 are referred to here as nob rescue
mice. Nyxnob/Y littermates of nob rescue mice that lacked transgene
expression were used to control for strain effects and are termed lit-
termate nob mice. For dark-rearing experiments, nob and wt mice
were reared from birth in a light-tight ventilated chamber. Cage in-
spections and animal care was performed under infrared illumination
using night-vision goggles (ITT Industries Night Vision, Roanoke,
VA). Anatomical experiments with dark-reared mice required a brief
(<15 min.) exposure to room lights for injection of anterograde tracers
(see below).
Electrophysiology
In Vitro Multielectrode Array Recording
Multielectrode array recordings were carried out as reported pre-
viously (Demas et al., 2003). We prepared retinas in a room with
only infrared illumination using infrared converters (B.E. Meyers, Red-
mond, WA). Following anesthetization with 5% halothane, dark-adap-
ted mice (postnatal days [P] 7–22) were euthanized by decapitation
and enucleated. Retinas were dissected in cooled, oxygenated artifi-
cial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM) NaCl (119), KCl
(2.5), MgCl2 (1.3), CaCl2 (2.5), NaH2PO4 (1.0), glucose (11), and HEPES
(20). Small rectangular pieces (4–10 mm2) of retina were placed gan-
glion cell side down on a multielectrode array (MultiChannel Systems,
Tu¨bingen, Germany) and held in place using tissue culture membrane
(Corning Life Sciences, Acton, MA) and a platinum ring.
The arrays contained 60 electrodes spaced at 100 mm and ar-
ranged in an 8 3 8 square grid without an electrode at each of the
four corners. Retinas were superfused with oxygenated ACSF at
a rate of 1 ml/min and maintained at 31ºC–33ºC. Spontaneous activity
was recorded for 0.5–2 hr in complete darkness. In a few cases,
a blue-green LED (peak emission at 505 nm) was used to generate
a full-field stimulus (square wave modulated at 0.1 Hz) for recording
light responses. Because activity from many cells was often detected
at a single electrode, spikes from each electrode were sorted into sin-
gle units, using Offline Sorter (Plexon, Denton, TX). To determine the
contribution of cholinergic and glutamatergic transmission to RGC
spontaneous activity, we compared activity in the presence and ab-
sence of receptor antagonists (cholinergic: 100 mM DHbE; glutama-
tergic: 100 mM D-APV and 20 mM NBQX; Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
Analysis of Multielectrode Data
Analysis and visualization of multielectrode data were performed
using either Neuroexplorer (Plexon, Denton, TX) or custom software
written in both R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) and Matlab (Math-
works, Natick, MA). Because spikes from a particular RGC were gen-
erally recorded on a single electrode, the cell’s position was assigned
to that electrode site. Wave speeds were estimated from multiunit
(i.e., unsorted) data using waves that propagated straight across
the array (i.e., did not noticeably change direction) as identified by
eye. We plotted the x coordinate of each spike in the identified wave
versus its time of occurrence and least-squares fitted a line to these
data points; the slope of this line estimated the x component of wave
velocity. The y component was determined similarly. Wave speed
was computed as the square root of the sum of the squares of the
x and y velocity components. Burst durations, interwave intervals,
and movies of the spiking activity were computed as reported else-
where (Demas et al., 2003). For any two RGCs, the correlation index
was computed by counting the spikes from the first spike train that
occurred within the first 50 ms following a spike in the other spike
train; this count is then divided by the spike count predicted if the firstspike train was Poisson distributed (Wong et al., 1993; Demas et al.,
2003).
To determine whether rhythmic bursting was correlated across all
cells, we calculated the spectral coherence of spontaneous activity
for pairs of cells and averaged them across all cell pairs from a single
recording. Spectral coherence (Cxy) measures the correlation of two
time-varying signals at a particular frequency and, like an r2 correla-
tion coefficient, ranges in value from 0 (uncorrelated) to 1 (perfectly





where Sxyis the cross-spectrum (a measurement of covariance in the
frequency domain) of two time-varying signals x(t) and y(t), Sxx, and
Syyare their auto-spectra. To calculate the spectral coherence of
a pair of RGCs, their spike trains were first converted into a firing
rate signal using a 200 ms bin width (i.e., 5 Hz sampling). To remove
the DC component, the mean firing rate of each RGC was subtracted
from its firing rate signal. Cross-spectra and auto-spectra (Sxx, Syy)
were calculated from discrete Fourier transforms of the firing rate
signals, which were estimated using standard techniques (overlap-
ping Hann windows; Stoica and Moses, 1997).
In Vivo Electrophysiology
RGC responses were recorded extracellularly from the optic nerve of
nobor wt mice. Anesthesia was induced with an intraperitoneal injec-
tion of ketamine (70 mg/kg) and xylazine (7 mg/kg) in mammalian
Ringer’s solution, and supplemental injections were given intramus-
cularly every 45 min. The animal was mounted in a stereotaxic frame
(David Kopf Instr., Tujunga, CA) and maintained at37ºC with a heating
pad (CT-1000, CWE, Ardmore, PA). Topical atropine (1%) was ap-
plied to dilate the pupils and paralyze accommodation, and a drop
of methylcellulose solution (Goniosol) was placed on each cornea
and covered with zero power contact lenses. A small craniotomy
was performed near the bregma suture, and the overlying cortex
was removed with suction to expose the optic nerve. A sharpened
tungsten electrode (Hubel, 1957) was lowered into the optic nerve un-
der the control of a micromanipulator (David Kopf, Instr., Tujunga,
CA). Extracellular responses were recorded from isolated, single
axon fibers, amplified (X3+Cell, FHC, Bowdoinham, ME), and fed
through a window discriminator (slope/height window discriminator,
FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) into a data acquisition system (Power 1401,
CED, UK). Isolated spikes were digitized at 15 kHz and stored for off-
line analysis. Following isolation of cells under mesopic conditions,
the room was completely darkened and spontaneous activity was
recorded for a minimum of 40 min.
Visualization of Retinogeniculate Projections
Anterograde Axonal Dye-Filling
Mice were anesthetized by hypothermia (P7) or with isofluorane va-
pors (P12–P28). Prior to eye-opening, fused eyelids were either sep-
arated or cut to expose the eye. The sclera and cornea were pierced
with a sharp-tipped glass pipette and excess vitreous was drained.
Another pipette, filled with a 1%–2% solution (in ddH20) of a fluores-
cent conjugate (Alexa 488 or Alexa 594, Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR) of the B subunit of cholera toxin (CTB) was inserted into the
hole made by the first pipette. The pipette containing the CTB was at-
tached to a Picospritzer (Parker, Pneutronics Division, Fairfield, NJ)
and a prescribed volume (1–3 ml at P7–P10 and 3–5 ml at P10–P28)
of solution was injected into the eye. We injected each eye with
a different fluorescent conjugate of CTB so that the terminal fields
from both eyes could be visualized simultaneously. After a 2–3 day
survival period, animals were anesthetized with an overdose of iso-
fluorane and transcardially perfused with a heparinized Tyrode solu-
tion (25–50 ml) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4, 100–250 ml). Brains were post-fixed overnight and 60
mm coronal sections were cut using a vibratome. Sections were
mounted in ProLong (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and imaged
with epifluorescence microscopy.
Image Analysis
Images (12 bit) of the dLGN sections were acquired with a Photome-
trix Coolsnap camera (Roper Scientific) attached to a fluorescence
microscope (Eclipse E600W, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) using a 103 or
203 objective. Fluorescence images of Alexa 488 (red) and Alexa
594 (green) labeled sections were acquired and digitized separately
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BA 515-555; Alexa 594: Exciter 528-553, DM 565, BA 600-660. Back-
ground fluorescence (i.e., regions in the dLGN that lack synaptic
terminals but may contain axons of passage) was subtracted, and
grayscale images were normalized (0–255) using either Metamorph
or Photoshop software graphic programs. The boundaries of the
dLGN were chosen to exclude label from the optic tract, intragenicu-
late leaflet, and ventral geniculate nucleus. To determine the spatial
extent of labeled retinal projections in the dLGN, grayscale images
were converted into binary (black and white) images using a thresh-
old that corresponded to a location in the gray scale histogram where
there was a clear distinction between signal and residual background
fluorescence (Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Torborg and Feller, 2004).
Typical threshold levels corresponded to a value of 30 to 50 on the
grayscale normalized range of 0–255.
Fluorescent labeling patterns were analyzed in two ways (Jaubert-
Miazza et al., 2005). First, using the binarized images, we measured
the spatial extent of crossed and uncrossed projections by counting
the total number of their labeled pixels within the boundaries of the
dLGN. To determine the extent to which uncrossed and crossed pro-
jections overlap in the dLGN, we superimposed the binarized red and
green images and counted the pixels that contained both red and
green signal fluorescence. The size of uncrossed, crossed, and over-
lapping projections were computed, summed across five successive
sections through the middle of the dLGN, and expressed as a per-
centage of the total area of the dLGN.
Second, for each pixel in analyzed sections of LGN, the logarithm
of the intensity ratio (R = log10 FI/FC), where FI is the fluorescence
intensity associated with uncrossed (i.e., ipsilateral) terminal fields
and FC the intensity of the crossed (i.e., contralateral) fields was
calculated and plotted as a frequency histogram (bin size 0.1 log
units). The variance of each R distribution was then calculated for
each section and used as an unbiased index of segregation (Torborg
and Feller, 2004). Wide R distributions reflect a high degree of seg-
regation and contain pixels with fluorescence intensities that are
dominated by crossed and uncrossed terminal fields. Narrow distri-
butions show less segregation and contain pixels with intensity




To assay relative Nyx expression in the retina and dLGN, RNA was
extracted from wt mice by homogenization in 500 ml Trizol (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO) from retinas or thalamic tissue samples that included
the dLGN. To compare expression levels across tissues and ages,
cDNA was synthesized using random hexamers and Superscript III
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Relative levels of Nyx expression were
determined by real-time PCR using a 7900HT thermal cycler (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA) after normalizing input cDNA using the
18S Certified LUX Primer Set (115HM-01, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
Expression levels of Nyx were estimated using a TaqMan assay
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) with primers designed to
amplify a sequence overlapping the junction of exons 2 and 3 in the
Nyx cDNA.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/50/2/247/DC1/.
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